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About This Game

Remedy, a recent graduate from the Saturnian healing school, must descend to Hurtland and use her powers to heal everyone
from stray ducks to dark lords, and finally cure the ailing Prince Hingst. It's a short, whimsical adventure with plenty of heart(s).

This game was one of Ludosity's entries in the Games Against Ebola charity game jam in 2014. This version was made after the
jam to include options, multiple savefiles, more difficulty levels, and gamepad support.

Check out the sequel! http://store.steampowered.com/app/522040
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Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt is a pretty fun game with great music. It's short, but it's also free. Give it a try.. I wish all
8-bit games had humor like this one.. I highly recommend this game, it is super cute, short, and sweet (free to play as well). the
game itself is simple, you go around the world as Princess Remedy and heal the various denizens of the game of their
"ailments". it has a gameboy look and feel to it, with a certain Dr.Mario vibe without the puzzles, the battles take place by
simply speaking to the sick characters and engaging in a bullet hell like auto-shooter where you defeat their illnesses manifested
as different monsters. The game also has a very self aware sense of humor with plenty of references to other older games, the
progression is simple enough you collect hearts to unlock gates leading to each section of the game. it'll take anyone about 30
-45 minutes to complete the entire game, and if for all the completionists out there it might take 2 runs to get every upgrade and
chest. The final boss alone is worth every minute of the game, it is completely hilarious, I'm not going to spoil it but any final
fantasy fan should get the reference right off the bat. all in all a super cute, highly original free to play game. play it, you cannot
go wrong.. It set out to do what it wanted and did it. No bloat or anything. I can only assume they made it free so people would
try it and see that they know how to make a game (and buy their sequel).. Speaking technically, this game isnt very good. It
seems to be scaling in a way that makes everything blurry, the game seems to be running extremely slowly, upon starting it it
failed with an error about dividing by zero, and this all goes for both "launch modes" of the game. Upon exiting the game, steam
seems to lock up thinking that it it still running.
Basically, this renders it unplayable for me.. Very cute game.
The color palette reminds me of Megazeux.
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Really cute and fun. The humor reminds me of Undertale, but manages to stay original. Soundtrack is nice with gameplay to
match.. Fantastic game. Neat idea for a story and world executed really well. Battle system and fights tough without being too
frustrating. Retro graphics fun and crisp. Would absolutely recommend.. It is a simple game, but is really fun, has a good
concept, about a healer healing the world, that is hurt, also has a simple mechanicsm and a nostalgic soundtrack.

This game is a small golden nugget hidden in Steam.

10\/10. There's no answer other than RECOMMEND! - It's FREE and its BRILLIANT! 10\/10

it's free, and its a brilliant flashback to the 80s\/90s RPG - really really well done.

Music, graphics and game engine are really nice. Takes an hour or so of gameplay depending on difficulty.. Well, I honestly
didn't expect this game to be this addictively fun.
Great game but some areas give me headaches because of how cluttered they look.
Very cute and fun game overall.
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